A Novel Method for Quantifying Human In Situ Whole Brain Deformation under Rotational Loading Using Sonomicrometry.
Traumatic brain injuries (TBI) are one of the least understood injuries to the body. Finite element (FE) models of the brain have been crucial for understanding concussion and for developing injury mitigation systems; however, the experimental brain deformation data currently used to validate these models are limited. The objective of this study was to develop a methodology for the investigation of in situ three-dimensional brain deformation during pure rotational loading of the head, using sonomicrometry. Sonomicrometry uses ultrasonic pulses to measure the dynamic distances between piezoelectric crystals implanted in any sound-transmitting media. A human cadaveric head-neck specimen was acquired 14 h postmortem and was instrumented with an array of 32 small sonomicrometry crystals embedded in the head: 24 crystals were implanted in the brain, and 8 were fixed to the inner skull. A dynamic rotation was then applied to the head using a closed-loop controlled test device. Four pulses with different severity levels were applied around three orthogonal anatomical axes of rotation. A repeated test of the highest severity rotation was conducted in each axis to assess repeatability. All tests were completed within 56 h postmortem. Overall, the combined experimental and sonomicrometry methods were demonstrated to reliably and repeatedly capture three-dimensional dynamic deformation of an intact human brain. These methods provide a framework for using sonomicrometry to acquire multidimensional experimental data required for FE model development and validation, and will lend insight into the deformations sustained by the brain during impact.